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Model Number: 967863621

Husqvarna 967863621 HTC T5 PG540 Duratiq Floor Concrete Grinder 22.4IN 240Volt 3Ph 12Amp

805544561259

Manufacturer: Husqvarna Construction Products

Husqvarna 967863621 HTC T5 PG540 Duratiq 5 Floor Concrete Grinder Price Match
22.4 Inch Freight Included 240Volt 3 Phase 12Amp 5.4 Hp, 394 lbs. 967977404

Unit can ship in any color, usually black, and orange.

The DURATIQ 5 is the smallest machine in the DURATIQ series. The DURATIQ 5 is
an ultra-compact and powerful grinder for all types of grinding jobs in various types of
environments  3 phase unit.

Just as with the large models, the machine is equipped with an intuitive digital control
panel that provides all the control and precision you need to maximize machine
performance. The dust-proof design of the grinding head and electrical enclosure,
along with the precision of the heavy duty components, provides high reliability and
increased grinding precision. The chassis can be easily separated from the grinding
head and weights dismounted prior to transport.
Grinding head
The actual heart of the DURATIQ 5, the grinding head, is based on the same
innovative technology as the larger models 6 and 8. The dust-proof design and
precision of the heavy duty components provide high reliability and increased
precision for grinding results.
 
Mist Cooler System
&bull; Wide water jet with optimized angle
&bull; On/off via control panel
&bull; Three different water flows
&bull; Easily accessible nozzle
&bull; Auto-venting pump
Universal 2" vacuum hose connection
 
Modular
The chassis is easily separated from the grinding head prior to transport. Quick
coupling for motor cable.
 
Intuitive and smart
Just as the larger models (6 &amp; 8), the HTC DURATIQ 5 is equipped with an
intuitive digital control panel (or HMI as we call it, for Human/Machine Interface).
It&rsquo;ll give you all the control and precision you&rsquo;ll ever need to maximize
grinder performance.

Optional:
Removable weights, 2x20 kg
Light kit
Cell phone holder
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Ergonomical designed weights are easy to lift on and off. Large handles make them
easy to handle. Stable on flat surfaces.
22.4" Wide

Freight Included to all commercial warehouses with loading docks and forklifts on site.
 Customer responsible for all shipping surcharges, including but not limited to, limited
access fee (all locations that an 18 wheeler cannot turn around in your parking lot with
rows of warehouse docks), lift gate service to lower pallet to the street when no forklift
on site, calling for an appointment (without an appointment they will just show up
sometime between M-F 8-5.  Inside delivery, driveway delivery, missed deliveries are
not included and cost even more.

Factory warranty is 1 year or 1000 hours

    
        
             
             
        
    

 
Compare to current or past OEM associations:
967863601 
HTC T5 
Duratiq 5 
FG-T52401PW-EA
T52401PW
967863616
967863621  3 phase - this unit
967977404
805544561259

Please note can ship in any color, might ship in orange, black, gray, red.  You do not
get to pick!

Owners Manual
Factory Brochure
Schematics and Parts
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Optional

    
        
             
             Clean Storm HEPA Concrete Grinder Dust Slurry Extractor Collector Triple
Vacuum Motors 5 Stage Filter System Wet/Dry Shop Vac 335CFM 20230111 
            Video On Link!
        
    

    
        
             
             Clean  Storm HEPA Concrete Grinder Dust Slurry Extractor Collector Triple 
Vacuum Motors 5 Stage Filter System Wet/Dry Shop Vac 288 CFM 20221228 
        
    

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 11 December, 2019
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